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Date: 2/23/2017, 1113 hrs
Name: Shelby Rife
To Whom it May Concern:
My son/grandson attends the 3rd grade @ Orem's Elementary and has since Pre-K. We have lived in Areo Acres since 1979. My older children
have bought their first homes in this area because of the schools. Splitting Areo Acres in half is the most ridiculous thing I've ever
heard. Especially since the school is only several blocks from where the split is occurring. Please reconsidering splitting Aero Acres in half you
are inconveniencing 60 family's just in the Right/Left Wing split. Many of these kids have friends that live a street away and now will be going to
different schools. Again please reconsider splitting Aero Acres in half. Thank you Shelby Riffe
Date: 2/24/2017, 1247 hrs
Name: Kim Mullins
Hi..I'm a concerned parent amount the boundaries in the 21220/21221 and surrounding schools. I'm against this rezoning for numerous reasons
just the simple fact of breaking up communities. You r taking kids out of a 7 star school putting them in a 5 star school. Grade testing is lower.
You are breaking family TRADITION.....safety of children bussed further....??? Where is the logic of taking 60 children out of Orems school to
bus 59 in?? That's not right people go to communities for the school district not to have there Child bused to a school they don't know a leaving
there school family..because that's what OREMS SCHOOL IS....!!!!! There is no logical reason to rebus the kids from Orems to a over populated
school. Like I said 60 kids out of THERE COMMUNITY SCHOOL TO BUS 59 IN THAT IS JUST WRONG !!!!!! TAKING TRADITION
OUT OF OUR COMMUNITY...THAT'S WHAT THIS WORLD NEEDS MORE OF NOT DAMAGING COMMUNITIES OR THERE
MORAL!
Date: 2/25/2017, 1102 hrs
Name: k wilson
Hello,
I'm writing as a concerned parent who's child currently goes to orems elementary. I have seen numerous maps for proposed plans and the ones
that divide aero acres is not acceptable. The impact on dividing a community does not outweight whatever incentives you'll get by dividing it.
There are several plans where my child would stay at orems and there are others where she would be sent to middlesex elementary that is already
over populated and not even in middle river.
Zoning should be contained with the town we live in. So if you want add students to Middlesex take them from Mars estate and or deep creek.
It's sad that hard working tax payers are continually dumped on by the county just because the area isn't as privileged as other sections of
Baltimore county. This track record is exhibited by the lack of air conditioning in many of these area schools.
So I ask that you take the time to evaluate the impact of dividing aero acres. Children that live next to each other may now go to different
schools, this is not acceptable. Regards, Kevin
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